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https://sites.google.com/wickersley.net/science/science-study-lounge
https://www.kerboodle.com/users/login?user_return_to=%2Fapp
https://sites.google.com/wickersley.net/science/science-study-lounge
https://www.chemguide.co.uk/
https://sites.google.com/wickersley.net/science/science-study-lounge
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/
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Our intent is that all students have a full understanding of how to develop themselves as well rounded 
citizens, maintain healthy relationships and understand how to keep themselves safe both online and in their 
day-to-day life. We want all students to know what options are open to them in the future and understand 
the routes they have in order to progress on their life journey.

https://sedgwickmuseum.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.rigb.org/explore-science
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We run a series of ‘Careers in the Curriculum’ weeks in our school. For Science, this week takes place in 
January. 

Students take part in a number of activities to encourage them to think about how what they learn in the 
classroom can be applied in a number of future careers. At A-Level, we would expect students be thinking 
about which direction want their career in science to go. This could be University, an Apprenticeship or even 
heading straight into the science industry at an entry-level role. 

Check out our ‘Careers in the Curriculum’ section on our website by clicking 

the googles...

The most popular next step for A-Level science students is to gain a degree in your chosen field. This will help 
you further your skills, knowledge and qualifications before entering the science industry, whilst still having 
the opportunity to grow and learn in a education setting. 

The University of Cambridge has been voted the top in the UK for studying sciences due to it’s specialised 
science courses as well as the lectures and labs it offers, but is renowned for its supervisions, where students 
discuss their work each week with a leading researcher in the field.

Watch the youtube short by clicking on their logo below where Undergraduate students and staff talk about 
studying Natural Sciences at the University of Cambridge, and future career opportunities you can gain from 
further study.

Careers

Why study for a degree in Science?

�¥�²�B�Û�X���ª�|!ž2…���n�g���Ê���X2…�®��B���c����…�–���Ê�B�ž0B�o�c�…���ò�ž0;��ò�–��!ž2…�ò�–���…�ò�…�3�ò�c�ª�ò�ž0ª�B��…�Ë�ò�Ñ�…�ª�o�…�a���a�o�–�B�ž0��…�–���X���Ê�ò�c�ª�…�ž��B���c�ª�B����…�ª���–�a�ž2…�ª�o�…�;���X1B�…you with your studies. Click on your subject below to start...Test Your Knowledge...Chemistry

https://www.wickersley.net/students/science-careers/
https://quizlet.com/gb/251569637/aqa-a-level-biology-revision-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/208704358/aqa-a-level-chemistry-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/91555695/a-level-physics-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/557193611/btec-applied-science-all-flash-cards/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13ws6-37Mys
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Have Your Say...
At WPT we’re always looking for feedback. If you have any thoughts/opinions on this Curriculum 
Newsletter, its content or the curriculum in general, please scan the QR code to fill out a short 
feedback form.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScdBH_opAyfErv8IvGVEy-ml14d3CtJi5g3z1Ga6HHoPaeUUA/viewform?fbclid=IwAR2GVWMVxT5KyR66u4BJHMWfmEFxyeJOdEAVBFGQGwj6CiAMqepobuLfKbI

